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American Jews Must Avoid the Nasi Trap
By Richard C. Rothschild

Chairman of the Survey Committee of the American Jewish Committee
The outraged feelings of those trying

to combat anti-semitism frequently

lead them to adopt methods that
work more harm than good. The
following is simply an attempt to

clarify the problem with a view to
tubolituting reason for impetuosity.

There are three dimensions to

present-day anti-semitism. First, there
is that social anti-semitism which
emanates from the feeling that the
Jews are a people apart, different in

their religion and cultural back-
ground. This is the anti-semitism
which was once thought of in con-
nection with summer hotels and
clubs. It is a “prejudice” with a two-
thousand-year history, tied up with
all kinds of religious, psychological
and social factors.

The second dimension of anti-
semitism is the economic. When
business is bad and jobs scarce, there
is a general inclination to look for a

scapegoat. Witch-burning, waves of
anti-Catholic feeling, and anti-alien
movements sometimes result. As
often as not, the blame is put on the
Jews.

These two dimensions of anti-semi-
tism, regrettable as they are, can be
dealt with only as part of a long-
range sociological and economic pro-
gram. Today, however, we are con-
cerned primarily with a third type of
anti-semitism, namely, that which is
directly inspired by the propaganda
pouring out of Hitler’s Germany. In
the hands of Hitler and his followers
anti-semitism has become a political
weapon, the emotional spearhead for
a world-wide destructive movement.

True Issues vs. False
' This anti-semitic strategy is based
on Hitler’s assumption that many
non-Jews are anti-semitic. And it is
true that there is the basic prejudice
mentioned above. If now this latent
anti-semitism can be fanned into
flame, a large group is created which
is not merely passively anti-semitic
but actively so. Such a group can
then be marshalled into all sorts of
anti-democratic activities. In this way
anti-semitism is used as a rabble-
rousing technique. The cry of a “Jew-
ish menace” is raised, and the para-
mount world issue is made to appear
to be the issue of “Jews versus non-
Jews”.

Every right-thinking American re-
alizes, of course, that this is a false
issue, and that the true issue is that

of democracy versus totalitarianism,
decency versus indecency. The prob-
lem, then, is to substitute this true
issue for the false issue which the
Nazis and their allies are trying to
establish. If this is done, the Jews
Wl

c r*ght-thinking men
fighting shoulder to shoulder with

them in defense of the great heritages
of religion, liberal education and theBill of Rights. The Jews will be, in
other words, on the side of the fencewhere they belong.

What’s Behind Smokescreen?
What is required first is an expo-

sure of the anti-semites for every-
thing they stand for in terms of un-
Americanism. On the one hand, the
leaders of the anti-semitic organiza-
tions themselves must be shown up
in their true colors in many cases
gangsters, racketeers, and unprinci-
pled demagogues. On the other hand,
the doctrine of anti-semitism itself
must be discredited as simply a
smokescreen behind which the Nazis
carry on their subversive activities
here as they did abroad.

Such an attack on anti-semitism is
not merely defensive but a real
counter-offensive. Jews, however, of-
ten interpret “taking the offensive” to
mean public replies to the arguments
of the anti-semites. Feeling righteous
indignation at being unfairly attacked
they tend to shout the answers to the
lies being spread against them. This,
however, merely plays into the hands
of those who are trying above all else
to make the public Jew-conscious.
Arguments that the Jews are not Com-
munists, that they are not war-mongers,
that they are not un-American
these, though based on fact, only
serve to stress the anti-semitic issue
itself, driving into the public con-
sciousness more deeply than ever the
issue of Jew versus non-Jew.

The main problem is to keep the
issue straight. The general who
chooses the field of battle has already
half won the fight; and the same
holds true in this matter of anti-semit-
ism. Jews must stop being concerned
so much with meeting this or that
particular attack, putting poultices on
boils as they break out. What must be
done is to make clear to the American
people that anti-Jewish propaganda is
simply the opening gun in a cam-
paign to undermine the liberties of
free men.

The task is not an impossible one.

With thought and energy, the job
can be done. This country wants noforeign isms Fascist or Communist.Ihe present wave of anti-semitism is
of relatively short duration and can
be pushed back in a period compar-
able to the period of its growth.

All this may be expressed in the
following tentative guides:

1. Remember that decent people are
not anti-semitic. Assume that your
Christian neighbor is on your side.

Participate in general communal
activities as a good American citizen.
Remember that deeds speak louder
than words.
«

apologetics and defensive
“replies” which only serve to accen-
tuate the false “Jewish” issue.

4. Do not make the attack on un-
American groups a distinctly Jewish
attack. Join forces with all citizens ir,
keeping the seeds of foreign intrigue
out of America.
_

5. Do not argue “racial” equality
The whole race idea only helps Hitler
establish his “Aryan” myth.

.

6. Remember that special legisla
tion to outlaw the enemy may be *

boomerang to destroy the true free-
dom we all cherish.

I. Advise sincere but thoughtle-r*
friends not to air their grievance
against anti-semites in the law court*,
where even a conviction may increas-
a scoundrel’s following by enabling
him to pose as a martyr, and where in
any event he can reach millions
through the press where otherwise h>
could reach only thousands.
Democracy—not “Tolerance **

8. Beware the word “tolerance,”
which is weak, misleading and over-
used. Keep the issue focused on unity
and democracy as opposed to discord
and totalitarianism.

9. Make clear the truth that you
oppose the Communists just as much
as you do the Nazis.

10. Do not exaggerate the menace
of anti-semitism. Avoid building up a
bandwagon psychology that would
make men believe that anti-semitism
is the big thing of the moment. This
would be almost suicidal in its effect.

11. Be optimistic and courageous.
Do not lose heart. America has been
in danger before, and this time will
come through as it has in the past.
Our duty is to keep cool, be realistic,
and above all prevent the enemy from
establishing the issue of anti-semitism
as a blind for the real issue, which is
himself.
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•“You May Rob
And Kill Jews,”

Gestapo Tells Poles

LONDON (JTA)—Official Po-
lish circles reported that the Ger-
man authorities in Poland were of-
ficially encouraging the Polish
population to rob and kill Jews.

According to the report, two
German soldiers entered a jewel-
ry shop in the Jewish quarter of
Warsaw and seized most of the
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valuable objects. A Pole witness-
ing the robbery reported it to
Gestapo headquarters. The Gesta-
po inspector dismissed him, say-
ing:

“You must understand that
what you have seen was regular
confiscation. You must get accus-
tomed to the way we do things.
Everything the Jews have may
be taken from them because ev-
erything they have derives from
legalized robbery. We attach great
Importance to the fact that the
Polish population should know
that any Pole may go to any Jew-
ish shop, throw out the Jews and
keep his property, and our laws
will protect the Pole. Anyone who
fancies it may be necessary to
kill the Jew need not fear that
our laws will harm him.”
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Photos Courtesy The National Jewish Monthly
Left: Dr. Paul Ehrlich, great German-Jewish scientist and Nobet

Prize winner. Right: Edward G. Robinson, great Jewish actor and
member of B’nai B’rlth, as he appears in the title role of the movie,
“The Story of Dr. Ehrlich’s Magic Bullet.”

Anti-Semites
Sentenced

KAUNAS (JTA) —Five persons
who participated in anti-Jewish
excesses in the town of Neuvileika
were sentenced to imprisonment
by the District Court. The ring-
leader, Kaziemierz Czerniak, re-
ceived a four-year term and his
four accomplices received one-year
sentences. The prosecutor had de-
manded severe punishment to
show that “the period of unjust
treatment for minorities has ended
and all citizens are equal in Lith-
uania.”
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